
RONGALI BIHU ESSAY

Bohag bihu one of the major festival of Assam commonly known as Rongali bihu is celebrated in Assam during middle
the month of April. It is the the most.

Toka: Made of bamboo, this instrument is used to keep the rhythm of the dance. The origin of Faat Bihu can
be traced to Sadiya. Once the performers have finished dancing, the house owner comes forward with a Xorai
a brass offering tray mounted on a stand offering betel-nut and a small monetary contribution to the institution
for which the Husori is being performed. At first they dance to the rhythm of the dhol, gradually picking up
with the rhythm of both the songs and the dhol. Another notable musical instrument played in this phase was
the bholuka baanhor toka which is a split bamboo musical instrument. It is performed and sung just after the
Pada and Ghosha part. To observe this festival, people wake up early and bathe themselves with raw turmeric
and urad dal paste, adorn new clothes and seek blessings from the elders and exchange gifts. Sometimes the
songs describe tragic events too, but treated very lightly. The third day is dedicated for the Gods and that day
is known as Gosai God Bihu. This phase was usually performed beneath an ancient tree or in an open field
illuminated by burning torches. This further proves the fact that the roots of Bihu lies in the traditions of
Sadiyal Kacharis. Bihu dance marks the festival Kopou phool Rhynchostylis retusa The folk songs associated
with the Bohag Bihu are called Bihugeets or Bihu songs. According to Padmeswar Gogoi, there is not a single
mention of Bihu being performed in Rangghar in the Buranjis. Where available the girls decorate their long
hair with Ko-pou flowers. They offer their prayers to the god of Fire and mark the end of the harvesting year.
The first day of Bohag Bihu is reserved for cattle and farm animals. The dance celebrates female sexuality.
The inscription was found in Ghilamara region of Lakhimpur district in the year and it was issued in the year
A. On the first day, cattle and farm animals are taken to the nearby river or pond and given a through bath with
a paste of turmeric and black gram. This part is also a reminder to the dancers to get ready to dance to the
rhythm of dhol. This Bihu is also associated with the lighting of akaxi gonga or akaxbonti, lamps at the tip of a
tall bamboo pole, to show the souls of the dead the way to heaven, a practice that is common to many
communities in India , as well as Asia and Europe. It is played by blowing air in a particular manner while
holding it near the lips. Thereafter they come back home carrying pieces of half burnt firewood for being
thrown among fruit trees for favorable results. The word Bordoisila is actually derived from the Bodo word
Bordaisikhla which means "girl of storm" Sikhla meaning girl and Bardai meaning storm. Gogona: This is a
small piece of bamboo. There is also the exchange of sweets and greetings at this time. During this time of the
year, the paddy in the fields are in the growing stage and the granaries of the farmers are almost empty. This is
roughly translated as : "With our herbs and the leaves of dighloti, we drive away the flies which disturb you;
we hope you accept our offering of brinjals and gourds, and continue to grow every year; and may you
outgrow your parents". It brings along festivities, singing and feasting. The old ropes tied to their legs are
caste away and new ropes are tied. The first day of the bihu is called goru bihu or cow bihu, where the cows
are washed and worshipped, which falls on the last day of the previous year, usually on 14 April. A 'Gamusa'
is an indispensable part of Assamese life and culture with its distinctive symbolic significance. The singers are
traditionally welcomed into the courtyard where they sing the husori songs and perform a ring dance. Bihu
Dance Bihu dance is the most unique element of the Bohag Bihu celebration. The next morning they take a
bath and burn the main Meji. This is similar to offering a new cloth to the cattle. It comes in two types: lahori
and ramdhon. Pithas are several types: such as khulat diya pitha til pitha or narikolor pitha , dhup pitha made
of jaggery , tel diya pitha fried with mustard oil , while the snacks are kumor chaul staple rice , chira, bhoja
chaul, sandoh guri, etc. Youths perform the Bihu dance on the occasion of Rongali Bihu festival Bathing and
worshipping cows Goru bihu is a part of the Bihu celebrations.


